2009 POGGIOTONDO CHIANTI RISERVA VIGNA DELLE CONCHIGLIE DOCG
WINEMAKER:

Alberto Antonini

REGION:

Tuscany, Italy

VARIETALS:

Sangiovese

MATURATION:

20 months in 100% French oak barriques (20% new)

ANALYSIS:

14.5% alc/vol

I 3.7 pH I 5.8 g/l TA

VINTAGE:
The 2008 growing season provided good winter rains with warm summer days and cool
nights. Summer storms provided water at the right times and dry weather at harvest
provided almost perfect climatic conditions for Sangiovese. A great vintage.
WINEMAKING:
This wine is made from Sangiovese which is planted in a low-yielding vineyard located on
top of Poggiotondo’s south-east facing hill called “Vigna delle Conchiglie.” The name comes
from the special terroir of old marine soils which has generous amounts of calcareous
seashells throughout. The hand-harvested fruit goes into different sized oak vessels with a
gentle gravity flow system to ferment with native yeasts and is granted extended maceration
of two weeks. The wine is then transferred into tight grained French oak barrels (20% new)
where a naturally occurring malolactic fermentation takes place and maturation continues
for twenty months.
TASTING NOTES:
The aromas are complex, evolving and alive. Red and dark berry fruits are supported by
gentle spices, leather and rose petals. The palate is full yet delicate. Juicy dark red and
black cherry fruits fill the front palate while grainy, evolving tannins are mouth filling.
Gentle spices in the back palate bring complexity to the long finish.
C R I T I C A L A C C L A I M : 91 pts Wine Spectator
ABOUT POGGIOTONDO:
In the north-western corner of the Chianti region, resting on the hills between the
Montalbano and Arno valley, 123 acres of vines are joined by some 2,000 olive trees on
the Poggiotondo estate. Founder and winemaker Alberto Antonini is a scholar of
modern winemaking earning degrees from the University of Florence, Bordeaux
University, and University of California Davis in addition to his winemaking stints
around the globe. The Poggiotondo vineyards enjoy a Mediterranean influence and
soils are riddled with remnants of sea life that afford minerality and complexity to
these modern DOCG and IGT renditions.
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